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ABSTRACT

This document describes the handset industry players - component vendors,

contract manufacturers, original design manufacturers, OEMs - and explores the shifting

roles and relationships between them. Focus is given to ODMs and brands of mobile

devices, with particular attention to design models between them. A relationship map

represents the industry's outsourcing structure, seeking to identify trends and patterns

between successful firms' performances and their partners. Handset designs originate

largely from OEMs and ODMs, but innovative firms also gravitate towards certain design

flow models. The commoditization of mature technologies and basic reference designs

further allows new entrants to develop products with relative ease, creating

complementary assets as prized core competencies: OEMs developing key design and

feature innovations in-house are found to enjoy stronger brand value, better global sales,

and higher profits. ODMs taking their own design lead also rank higher in shipment

volumes than those mainly manufacturing client designs.

Keywords: mobile handset; outsourcing; supply chain; OEM; manufacturer; ODM
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GLOSSARY

3GPP

ASIC

CE
Marking

CM

EMC

EMS

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is a collaboration between
groups of telecommunications associations, to make a globally applicable
third generation (3G) mobile phone system specification. 3GPP specifications
are based on evolved GSM specifications. 3GPP should not be confused with
3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2), which specifies standards for
another 3G technology commonly known as CDMA2000. (Wikipedia, n.d.)

An application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is an integrated circuit
customized for a particular use, rather than intended for general-purpose use.
For example, a chip designed solely to run a cell phone is an ASIC, as is a
chip designed only to encode and decode audio signals.

The CE marking is a mandatory European marking for certain product groups
to indicate conformity with the essential health and safety requirements set
out in European Directives. ("CE" has no official meaning as an
abbreviation.) To permit the use of a CE mark on a product, proof that the
item meets the relevant requirements must be documented. This can be
achieved using an external test house or certification body, or can be achieved
by a documented, company-internal self-certification process (Wikipedia,
n.d.). For mobile handsets, CE marking requirements include certification
standards defined according to the Radio and Telecommunications Terminal
Equipment (R&TTE) Directive.

Contract Manufacturer. See also EMS.

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the branch of electrical sciences
which studies the unintentional generation, propagation and reception of
electromagnetic energy with reference to the unwanted effects that such
energy may induce (Center for Devices and Radiological Health, 2006). EMC
of a device means that the correctly operating device is compatible with (i.e.,
causes no interference in) its electromagnetic (EM) environment and it does
not emit levels of EM energy that cause electromagnetic interference (EMI)
in other devices in the vicinity.

An electronics manufacturing service (EMS), also referred to as a contract
manufacturer (CM), manufacturers components and/or products for another
(client) firm, according to the client's product design and specifications.
Generally, the manufacturer is hired on a contract basis, and quotes based on
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FCC

GPS

GSM

GSMA

IC

MMS

ODM

the bill of materials, plus labour and other costs such as shipping the
completed units on behalf of the hiring firm (Wikipedia, n.d.).

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is a United States
government agency charged with regulating all non-Federal Government use
of the radio spectrum (including radio and television broadcasting), and all
interstate telecommunications (wire, satellite and cable) as well as all
international communications that originate or terminate in the United States.
It is an important factor in US telecommunication policy.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is one type of Global Navigation
Service (GNSS), and is a navigation and precise-positioning tool that uses
satellite technology to enable a terrestrial terminal to determine its position on
the Earth in latitude and longitude. GPS receivers do this by measuring the
signals from three or more satellites simultaneously and determining their
position using the timing of these signals (The Tech FAQ, n.d.).

Global System for Mobile communications (GSM: originally from Groupe
Special Mobile) is the most popular standard for mobile phones in the world.
The GSMA estimates that 82% of the global mobile market uses the GSM
standard (GSMA, n.d.).

Founded in 1987, The GSM Association (GSMA) is a global trade
association representing more than 700 GSM mobile phone operators across
217 territories and countries of the world. The GSM Association's Board
comprises top-level representatives of some of the world's leading mobile
operators, such as Cingular Wireless (now AT&T Mobility), China Mobile,
Orange, Telefonica Moviles, T-Mobile and Vodafone (GSMA, n.d.).

Industry Canada is the department of the Government of Canada with
responsibility for regional economic development, investment, and
innovation/research and development.

Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) is a standard for telephone messaging
systems that allows sending messages that include multimedia objects
(images, audio, video, rich text), not just text as in SMS. It is mainly deployed
in cellular networks along with other messaging systems like SMS, Mobile
Instant Messaging and Mobile E-mail. Its main standardization effort is done
by 3GPP, 3GPP2 and Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) (Wikipedia, n.d.).

An Original Design Manufacturer (ODM) is a firm that manufactures a
finished product that will be branded by another firm for sale. An ODM
creates the handset based on the customer's requirements or feature requests,
or completely based on its own requirements to then be rebranded.
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OEM An Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) in the mobile handset industry
is a firm that rebrands the handset manufactured by a contract manufacturer
or original design manufacturer. The OEM possesses the brand name on the
final handset that consumers are familiar with. In other industries, this role is
called a value-added reseller (VAR) (Everything and the Mobile Software
Universe ... , 2006).

OED An Original Equipment Designer (OED) designs a handset model or product
line according to customer requirements, but does not manufacture the
product in-house. The OED works closely with component vendors in the
design, and recommends or outsources the manufacturing of the designed
handset.

MYNO Mobile virtual network operators (MYNOs) resell mobile services from
mobile network carriers, and typically provide additional value-added
features and services or offer a different distribution channel than the mobile
network carriers. An MYNO provides this mobile phone service but does not
have its own frequency allocation of the radio spectrum, nor does it have all
of the infrastructure required to provide mobile telephone service (Wikipedia,
n.d.).

PTCRB PTCRB was established in 1997 by North American operators to provide the
framework within which GSM or UMTS handset certification can take place
(PTCRB, n.d.). The PTCRB now includes operators from around the world.

SMS Short Message Service (SMS) is a communications protocol allowing the
interchange of short text messages between mobile telephone devices, and the
term "SMS" is used colloquially as a synonym for a text message from
another person or the act of sending a text message. Most SMS messages are
mobile-to-mobile text messages, though the standard supports other types of
broadcast messaging as well (Wikipedia, n.d.).
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1 INTRODUCTION

The mobile industry has enjoyed increased growth in recent years. A proliferation

of increasingly capable wireless devices at more acceptable price points has benefited the

consumers. New features in these devices have emerged with the continuing deployment

of and access to both developing and mature wireless technologies standards. Together,

these hardware and software systems bring about an ever-broadening variety of mobile

services and content for the average user.

While the consumer-facing aspects of the mobile industry are undergoing

tremendous advancements, so too are the myriad corporations designing, manufacturing,

and marketing the devices to their targeted demographics.

This document explores the shifting roles and relationships between the mobile

industry players, focusing particularly on the original design manufacturers and the

brands of these manufactured mobile products. Where most industry papers describe the

component vendors' relationships with mobile phone OEM brands, this paper examines a

selection of leading global handset designers and their relations with the manufacturers

(brands) with particular attention to the design models between them. Specifically, a

relationship map is drawn and introduced to graphically represent a snapshot of the

mobile handset industry's outsourcing structure, seeking to identify trends and patterns

between successful firms' performances, whom those firms have elected to partner with,

and in what capacity.



2 MOBILE HANDSET INDUSTRY

The mobile handset industry comprises a plurality of players and interactions

between those players. A brief description of a mobile phone is presented in Section 2.1

("Mobile Phone"), whereas Section 2.2 ("The Players", page 3) provides an explanation

of the types of firms involved in the mobile handset industry. The firms' relationships

and recent trends in their cooperative efforts are outlined in Section 2.3 ("From

Components to Complete Device"). Section 3 , "Supply Chain Models", continues on to

examine the various outsourcing models employed by the various firms introduced here.

2.1 Mobile Phone

The mobile phone is a portable electronic device used for mobile communication.

Most current mobile phones connect to a cellular network of base stations (cell sites),

which is in turn also connected to the public switched telephone network (PSTN)

(Wikipedia, n.d.). According to IDC (IDC, 2008), the vast majority- an estimated 82%

of mobile phones around the world operate on GSM cellular networks on various

frequency bands depending on region.

In addition to the familiar voice services (making and receiving telephone calls),

virtually all of today's low-end mobile phones are at least "talk and text" handsets,

incorporating SMS/MMS text messaging features. The entry-market handsets may also

have added features, such as a camera or music player, but the targeted use of these low-
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cost models is primarily telephony and perhaps messaging (DiGrande, Netteshim, & Kim,

2005).

Most high-end mobile phones (also referred to as smartphones or PDA phones)

now also have integrated functions such as personal information management,

multimedia, games, or office applications. The key difference between an entry-level

phone and a smartphone is that a smartphone uses two operating systems: one for the

real-time critical communications, and the other for applications (Anderson & Jonsson,

2005). To support this difference, high-end handsets typically incorporated a dedicated

application processor for running those applications. Email and general or specialized

Internet access is also becoming commonplace in these advanced handsets, offering clear

productivity advantages for mobile workers, and are increasingly appearing at price

points once occupied by more simplistic phones (Vile, 2007). With mobile entertainment

gaining popularity, wireless devices are also being developed with more auxiliary

features, such as a camera that easily sends photos to be printed or a built-in iPod or

gaming engine (DiGrande et aI., 2005).

In this document, the devices in question may be referred to by a number of

names, including mobile phone, mobile, cellular phone, cell phone, hand phone, handset,

mobile terminal, smartphone, mobile device, etc.

2.2 The Players

The numerous players involved in the creation of a mobile handset are described

here. Their relations to each other in supplier-client roles are described further in Section

2.3 ("From Components to Complete Device", page 15).
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2.2.1 Component Vendor

A component supplier designs and manufactures the various components

comprising a mobile handset. The most common such components include the baseband

chipset, application processor, software, printed circuit board (PCB), battery, LCD

display, memory, camera module, keypad, interconnector and wiring, housing (case), etc.

Table I below shows sample costing of the components, varying from low-end choices to

high-end selections, as well as example vendors of each type of component: the

specifications of a mobile phone range greatly with the cost of its constituent parts.

Table 1: Components and Parts of a Mobile Handset

Component I Part
low-End low-End High-End High-End Example Suppliers

Cost (USD) Description Cost (USD) Description

DSP I baseband $5.00 GSM $14.00 3G
ADI, Broadcom, Freescale, TI,
Mediatek, Qualcomm, Skyworks

ASIC I application
$15.00 $30.00

Intel, TI, Corelogic, SEC,
processor Renesas, Mtekvision

PCB $2.00 rigid $10.00 flexible
Unimicron, WUS PCB, Compeq,
Unitech, Flexium, Ichia

Battery $2.00 NiMH $3.00 Li-ion Sanyo, BYD, Samsung SDI, LG
Chemical, Sony, MEl

LCD module $2.50 mono-STN $25.00 high-res TFT-LCD SEC, AUO, Innolux, Samsung
SDI, Wintek, BYD, Sharp

Memory $5.00 NAND $25.00 NAND+DRAM SEC, Toshiba, Hynix, Fujitsu,
Toshiba

Camera module $4.00 VGA $10.00 2 megapixel
LITE-ON, Flextronics, Chicony,
Altus, SEMCO, Powerlogics

Keypad $1.00 $3.00
Silitech, Ichia, You Eal, SunArrow,
Shin Etsu, BYD, Sunningdale

Connectors $2.00 $4.00
Hirose, Hosiden, JAE, FIH, Cheng
Uei, UJU Electronics

Casing $2.00 plastic $6.00 light metal
FIH, TGP, BYD, Foxconn Tech,
Silitech, Catcher, Waffer, FuYu

Acoustics $0.60 speaker + mic $3.00 handsfree
Hosiden, MEl, Merry, AAC
Acoustic

Total $41.50 $133.00

Sources: lPMorgan, 2006, and Kramer, 2007

Suppliers offering the major components of a mobile device system - the

baseband, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), and other processors-

normally provide supporting firmware and drivers, and are generally referred to as
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platform vendors, operating system (OS) vendors, and intellectual property (IP) vendors

(Everything and the Mobile Software Universe, 2006).

Platform vendors are seen as the main hardware supplier of the supply chain, and

supply the essence of the handset: its chipset. The handset chipset consists of a main

processor (CPU) and an associated RF baseband processor at a minimum, but platform

provider offerings can range from hardware design only (with standard ASICs) to total

system solutions that include hardware, software, customer support and customer

training, in efforts to help manufacturers quickly start developing their products

(Anderson & Jonsson, 2005). These platform suppliers include Texas Instruments,

Qualcomm, Philips Semiconductor, and Mediatek. 1 Ericsson Mobile Platforms (EMP)

also licenses complete, end-to-end interoperability tested mobile platform designs to

other vendors, offering total system solutions for both 2.5G and 3G including hardware

and software, reference design, development tools, support and documentation.

Operating system (OS) vendors in the supply chain are focused on providing

operating systems specifically for mobile handsets. A typical OS provides a software

platform (including various features such as those provided by or licensed from other

firms), which is then integrated with the hardware platfoffi1 of the handset and other

custom software. For smartphones, Microsoft and SymbianJUIQ are amongst the largest

OS vendors, and Google's open-source platform Android is eagerly anticipated in 2008;

even AOL has announced an Open Mobile Platform (Cell Phone Observer, 2008).

I Intel, while a leader in computing processors, is not a major player in the mobile handset platfonn market
due to a lack of a mobile network baseband processor.
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Other finns, such as intellectual property (IP) vendors, provide (and/or patent)

designs and technologies that are then licensed to the above vendors for integration into

their component solutions.

Furthennore, some finns supply only a single component to be used in the

manufacture of a mobile handset, while others provide several different (related)

components. For example, Table 2 lists some part suppliers of components in a Nokia-

branded handset.

Table 2: Nokia Supply Chain for Handsets

Category
Handset assembly

Cases

Connectors

Cables
Headsets
Displays
PCBs

PCB assembly
Keypads

Flexible PCBs

Camera modules
Quartz components

Supplier
Foxconn International Holdings (FIH)
Jabil
Elcoteq
FIH
Catcher Technology
Foxconn Technology
FIH
Foxlink
Foxlink
Merry Electronics
Wintek
Compeq Manufacturing
Unimicron
Wus Printed Circuit
FIH
Silitech Technology
Ichia Technologies
Ichia Technology
Career Technology
Largan Precision
TXC

Source: Commercial Times, 2008

From the above table, FIH International Holdings (FIH), Foxlink, and Ichia

Technology each provide two or more components into Nokia's handsets, while Merry

Electronics, Career Technology, and Wintek each supply only one.

Standard hardware components such as resistors, capacitors, filters, duplexers

have long been standardized, but many of these components - such as the displays,

6



camera modules, memory, and batteries - lacked standardized interfaces and needed to be

customized to be used in the handset designs, creating large efforts of designers and

manufacturers. As a result, the industry has has pushed for a swing towards developing

conditions for modularity: measurability, and predictability of component attributes and

interfaces (Anderson & Jonsson, 2005). At the same time, suppliers of cloned or

"copycat" components have also driven the development of standardization of

components and interfaces, so their developed products can easily replace any "original"

component. These conditions imply a greater competitive pressure on the

commoditization of these basic components, placing greater bargaining power

downstream from the component suppliers, pushing these suppliers to define their

competitive edges via other values than simply volume manufacturing.

2.2.2 Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS)

An electronics manufacturing service company (EMS), also referred to as a

contract manufacturer (CM), manufactures components and/or products for another

(client) firm, according to the client's product design and specifications. Generally, the

manufacturer is hired on a contract basis, and quotes based on the bill of materials, plus

labour and other costs, such as shipping the completed units on behalf of the hiring firm

(Wikipedia, n.d.). Contract manufacturers operate large-volume factories and typically

operate 24 hours a day, usually in low-cost geographies, as profit margins are extremely

tight. The mobile handset EMS manufactures the mobile phone and delivers the finished

product, complete with client branding (as applicable). Many well-known companies use

contract manufacturing as an alternative to operating their own factories; in fact, very few

7



of the handsets today are manufactured by the same company as the brand name printed

on its housing.

As is expected, EMS providers compete fiercely based on cost. Under the added

downward pressure from clients' cost requirements, each EMS is fighting to secure larger

volume orders amidst dropping profit margins in order to build sufficient economies of

scale and to gain an advantage over its peers. It should be noted that most EMS providers

do not make only one type of product. Rather, most EMS providers focus on certain

groups of similar products - desktop and notebook computers, mobile devices, or

portable entertainment consumer electronics - upon which the different product types can

still share volume advantages. As discussed later in Section 2.2.4, EMS suppliers facing

tightening margins are also seeking other paths to expansion and higher profitability.

2.2.3 Original Equipment Designer (OED)

An Original Equipment Designer (OED), or reference design house, designs a

handset model or product line according to customer requirements, but does not

manufacture the product in-house. The OED works closely with component/platform

vendors in the design - integrating hardware and software components with an operating

system into a tested and verified system solution that can be used to build a mobile phone

(Anderson & Jonsson, 2005) - and often recommends or outsources the manufacturing of

the designed handset. These firms license their designs to both original device

manufacturers (ODMs) and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), being commonly

hired by firms who have strong brand image and marketing capabilities but who lack the

design and manufacturing expertise needed for creating a handset.

8



An example OED is Cellon, with design facilities in China, mainly serving

Chinese domestic brands and OEMs such as Konka, Haier, and QiaoXing CECT (Wilson,

2004). Elektrobit of Finland and South Korea's Bellwave are also prominent examples.

Small and nimble start-up OEDs are sprouting as experienced designers spin off

from large manufacturers (from semiconductor businesses or platform vendors, for

instance). While OEDs are relatively few in number compared to their ODM counterparts

and the licensees of their designs remain low (and typically tied to the clients of their

parent firms), the OEDs' businesses can be seen as supplemental to the parent company's

revenue stream.

2.2.4 Original Design Manufacturer (ODM)

An Original Design Manufacturer (ODM) is a firm that designs and manufactures

a finished product that will be branded by another firm for sale, in essence both an OED

and an EMS combined. A firm in the ODM role creates the handset based on the

customer's requirements or feature requests, or creates the design on its own to then be

rebranded. An ODM can simultaneously serve multiple competing clients, but some

customers are understandably very sensitive about such arrangements.

Most ODMs came about as contract manufacturers developed their own research

and development (R&D) divisions, and started to provide in-house design services for

conceptual product development and design assistance, to supplement the manufacturing

services offered (Wikipedia, n.d.). Well-known handset ODMs include HTC, Quanta,

Compal, Foxconn (and its subsidiary CMCS), and BenQ. Some ODM players have

9



successfully signed long-term, stable contracts with OEMs, such as Compal has with

Motorola.

This role has been dominated by Chinese and Taiwanese firms with

manufacturing plants across Asia. Like contract manufacturers, ODM players have

shifted and continue to shift production to low-cost geographies in order to leverage low

cost labour and government incentives, and further utilize their economies of scale. The

ODMs' design centers remain largely unmoved, however, as ODMs prefer to keep the

more difficult task of designing handsets in their R&D headquarters or branches.

Between ODMs, unlike the case with their EMS provider roots, competition revolves

mainly around the ability to design to OEM specifications and to innovate their own

reference designs; in this regard, ODMs must also battle OED firms in the field.

2.2.5 Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)

Though the term "Original Equipment Manufacturer" (OEM) normally refers to

the company that originally manufactured the product, an OEM in the mobile handset

industry is a firm that rebrands the handset manufactured by a CM or ODM (Wikipedia,

n.d.). The OEM players bear the well-known brand names - Nokia, Sony Ericsson,

Motorola, Samsung, LG, and Apple, to name a few - and are interestingly often called

the handset "makers" or "manufacturers", despite not actually performing either of those

actions nowadays. Still, OEMs are actively involved in the feature and design

requirements of the handsets they commission and brand, and are usually given the credit

for the technology and innovation going into their products.
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Global OEM brands are facing new competition from local brands as they expand

to emerging markets. At the same time, these manufacturers are experiencing increased

competition from new entrants in their mature market geographies as ODMs and OEDs

become more skilled in the design and specifications of handsets and venture forth into

own-brand launches. The major OEMs still enjoy landslide majority market shares, as

shown later, leaving lesser-known brands to battle for the remaining share of the pie, but

this balance could also shift.

2.2.6 Distributor

Handset distributors provide outlets for consumers to purchase the handsets. The

two most common types of distributors for handsets are operators/carriers and retail

outlets.

Mobile network operators (also known as "carriers") operate the cellular networks

to which handset users subscribe for connectivity service. Network operators offer a

selection of handsets and service contracts for consumers. In North America, the handsets

are typically subsidized by the carrier to lower the entry cost for a new subscriber, and

such costs are recovered over time from the service plan fees. As such, mobile phones in

North America are often "locked", allowing the handset to be used only with the operator

that has subsidized its purchase cost, to prevent lost service plan revenues. In other parts

of the world, however, handsets are generally not subsidized by the operator and can be

purchased from any retail outlets and used on any technology-compatible network the

consumer chooses. Operators across the globe include AT&T Mobility, T-Mobile, 3,

Taiwan Mobile, Telef6nica, China Mobile, Vodafone, 02, NTT DoCoMo, SingTel

Mobile, and numerous others.
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Mobile network operators compete on a number of different facets including

cellular coverage and quality, internet data access speeds, entertainment services, and

even their selection of subsidized handsets. In the race to provide additional features and

services to enlarge their subscriber bases, carriers are also strapped with significant

infrastructure costs, both for newly-implemented technologies and older depreciated

systems. Mobile virtual network operators (MYNOs) - such as Virgin Mobile, Helio, and

Boost Mobile - also fall into this category of player, effectively reselling the mobile

services, and typically with additional value-added features and services or offering a

different distribution channel, but without the burden of infrastructure building and

maintenance.

Retail shops - either general electronics stores or those specializing in mobile

products - sell handsets as well, which can be associated with an operator (acting as a

VAR), or can be "unlocked" for use with any service technology-compatible provider

(operator). Examples of retail shops include Best Buy in the United States, Fortress in

Hong Kong, and SoGi (online) in Taiwan.

A third, less-popular method for consumers to acquire mobile handsets is directly

from the OEM without a distributor. For instance, Motorola also offers handsets directly

through its website. Apple also sells its iPhone handset through its own Apple Store

locations, in addition to making them available at AT&T network operator retail outlets

in the United States and certain other countries.
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2.2.7 Software Vendor

A software vendor integrates various features (of their own design or licensed

from other finns) onto the hardware and OS platfonns, thus providing additional

functionality in the handsets. These features and add-ons can be pre-installed on the

handsets (prior to purchase) or can be user-installed later on. Many of the features offered

by software vendors also require additional operator-side enhancements (such as co

located servers) to be installed, and thus need service level agreements to be executed

between the software vendor and network operator. Carriers are seeking to provide these

higher-margin entertainment and productivity service offerings to offset the lower-margin

traditional voice services.

Handset software products (aside from the operating system for real-time critical

communications) can be divided into two "layers": application engines and applications.

Application engines provide the underlying technologies and software components that

can be used by applications running over top. For instance, basic software components

include codecs (MP3, AAC, Microsoft WMA, Flash video), radio interface protocol

stacks (from TTPCom, UbiNetics) and Java engines. The main suppliers of application

engines to the GSM market include Nokia Series 60, Microsoft Windows Mobile,

Openwave and Sun Microsystems.

Leveraging the application engines underneath, applications can be proprietary,

third-party developed (using standardized interfaces), or open-sourced software

(Anderson & Jonsson, 2005). Examples of application software vendors include

Pocketnet serving multimedia streaming services, Telenav's faux-GPS location

capabilities, Opera internet browser, Skype internet telephony, and Omnifone music
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downloading services (Thomson, 2008). The software vendor is usually not directly in

the flow of goods for a mobile handset and as such is not a focus of this paper.

2.2.8 Testing and Certification Laboratory

Though also not directly in the flow of goods as shown in Figure I, testing and

certification laboratories ("test houses") also play an integral role in approving the release

of the handset for regulatory import/export and regional market launch. The test house

independently tests the various components and/or final handset according to a multitude

of mandatory national, international, and technical standards. Governing bodies include

technology consortiums - such as the 3GPP, PTCRB, and GSMA - and regional

government agencies - such as the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the

United States, Industry Canada (IC) in Canada, and CE marking in Europe. The overall

objective between the test houses, standards bodies, and industry consortiums is to ensure

the technical stability and interoperability of mobile handsets.

Test houses also must be accredited to the DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025 standard in

the fields of mobile communications, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), and radio

communications, in order to for test results to be recognized by the regulatory approval

bodies. Due to these high barriers to entry, fewer than twenty test houses have been

successful in establishing strong market shares. Current market leaders include

CETECOM, SGS, 7 Layers, RFI, and Eurofins ETS; most leading test houses have

origins in Europe, in traditional technologies and safety testing. Until recently, most test

houses established market share by providing high quality of service and expertise, and

breadth of test capacity. This, however, has changed as Asian designers placing cost as
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priority over service have forced all certification labs to follow suit in a pricing slide to

maintain competitiveness.

Several OEMs have acquired test houses, or have grown their own, to integrate

the testing function within their business: well-known examples are Research in Motion,

Motorola (ADR Labs), and Nokia. Doing so gives the OEM better control over product

schedules, but also provides additional assurance for the confidentiality of their designs

and intellectual property prior to market announcements and launches.

2.3 From Components to Complete Device

Figure 1 illustrates the general flow of goods from a collection of mobile handset

components through to the consumer or end-user. Some firms are also presented as

examples of each role within the mobile handset industry, though it is by no means meant

to be an exhaustive list.
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Figure I: Mobile Handset Industry Flow of Goods
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Each type of player as described in Section 2.2 ("The Players") delivers to several

different types of players at the next stage in the flow of a handset's creation. The

component vendor supplies its components to a eM/EMS, to an ODM (doing both the
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design and the manufacturing), and directly to the OEM who has not outsourced its

manufacturing. An EMS provides the assembled products according to the design of the

OED or directly to the OEM. As a combination of the EMS and OED, the ODM

assembles the handset according to its design, and delivers its final product to the hiring

OEM.

As seen in the diagram, handset OEMs can source supplies from four different

types of firms: components from component vendors, or assembled products from EMSes,

OEDs, and ODMs. In most market regions around the world, the OEM supplies the

branded (or co-branded) product to distributors (retail stores and network operator

channels). In certain business models, the OED and ODM will also directly supply the

products to the distributor. Consumers can purchase the product from distributors or

directly from the OEM (if this channel is available, such as with Apple Inc.).

From the left side of Figure I, the software vendor provides additional software to

several of the involved levels. Verification and certification activities are conducted by

the testing and certification laboratories in collaboration with the ODM, OED, OEM, and

distributor (on the right side of the diagram above).

Given the above described sources and supplies, there are several complete paths

by which a handset is created, manufactured, and delivered to the final consumer/user.

The most direct path starts with the components from the component vendor

being delivered to the OEM to be manufactured in-house, and then delivered as a final

product directly to the customer (either from the OEM's retail stores or online). More

commonly, however, the component vendors supply to EMSes and ODMs who assemble

the components (and likely manufacture some of the custom components themselves),
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delivering the final products to the OEM or distributor for branding and resale to the end

user.

In the most complex path, comprising the greatest number of individual firms in

the chain, the component vendors provide components to an EMS who assembles the

device according to the design of an OED, and the completed mobile phone is delivered

for the OEM through the chosen distribution channel. Note that the physical products are

often shipped directly from the EMS factory to the distribution channel: in such cases, the

OEM need not handle inbound and outbound logistics on product shipments, nor product

returns and warranty repair work.

Condensing Figure 1 above, Figure 2 shows the same flow of goods limited to (at

most) the top ten market share holders of each type.
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3 SUPPLY CHAIN MODELS

The interaction between each of the players described above in Section 2.2 has

created an intertwined ecosystem. The flow of goods previously presented (in Figure 1,

page 16) shows the supply chain from components to completed product, but the

common processes for handset design follow a substantially different direction of flow

(Everything and the Mobile Software Universe, 2006). These design flows and some of

the driving factors behind their emergences are described in the following paragraphs.

While all firm types are important to the supply chain, it becomes evident from

these interactions that handset designs originate largely from firms in one of two roles:

the OEM and the OED/ODM. Thus, as detailed later, the currently most notable supply

chain movements are: OEM brands outsourcing manufacturing to contract manufacturers,

OEM brands outsourcing the design work to ODMs, and ODMs working directly with

earners.

Note that it is often difficult for consumers to discern between handsets designed

and developed from the various design flows; these processes are invisible to the handset

buying public.

3.1 OEM In-House Design and Production

Most OEMs with longer histories in the industry began as vertically integrated

firms by utilizing in-house design, manufacturing, and marketing for their handset

products. The huge sums required in research and development were beyond the means
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of most small and medium sized players (Anderson & Jonsson, 2005). As shown in

Figure 3 below, all functions from design to production are housed within the OEM.

eM,' EMS

OOM

@ OEM >.BRAND)

I I

DISTRIBUTOR

[ GONSU ,lERS

Figure 3: OEM In-House Design and Production

The OEM sources components from vendors: platform vendors for chipsets and

silicon, operating systems and software, and other parts. The OEM in this case provides

their own hardware design instead of using reference designs offered by component

vendors.

Conducting the design in-house allows the firm to exert complete control over its

internal supply chain. Doing so also ensures retention of proprietary design and
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manufacturing know-how, preserving precious intellectual property, and this knowledge

accumulation can have direct positive impact on future products and product lines. This

design model is typically used for flagship product models where additional R&D efforts

can lead to a competitive edge.

Today, whi Ie both Samsung and LG sti II undertake manufacturing in-house,

brands with both in-house design and production are becoming scarce as most have

embraced the advantages of outsourcing the manufacturing (detailed further in the next

section).

3.2 OEM Design, Outsourced Manufacturing

In this process (shown in Figure 4, below), the OEM designs the handset model,

again sourcing components and platforms but using its own hardware design. Once the

design is stabi lized and specifications are clear, the semi-integrated OEM outsources the

production to an EMS (DiGrande et aI., 2005). Usually, the final product is directly

delivered through to distributors and shipping is handled by the EMS. The OEM may hire

resources from a design company (such as an OED) to help design the handset, but the

project is still managed solely by the OEM (Ahgren & Wierda, 2007).
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Figure 4: OEM Design, Outsourced Manufacturing

This flow of design has been spurred by several factors: evolving technological

standardization (as previously touched on), evolving differences in competitors'

specialization and knowledge bases, and trade gains from the emerging differences

between specific firms (Anderson & Jonsson, 2005). Powerful buyers like the mobile

network operators are also demanding that manufacturers integrate certain standards

based technologies, software operating systems and/or applications, to reduce their own

integrations and application porting costs. Moreover, the growing complexity of mobile

phone technologies has made it virtually impossible for any single handset manufacturer
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to retain industry-leading expertise across all the rapidly evolving spectrum of hardware

and software parts, thus pushing OEMs towards outsourcing production.

The numerous benefits for outsourcing manufacturing are clear. Critical time-to

market and time-to-volume (the ramp-up time needed to reach capacity production) are

better provided by an EMS whose core competency is managing such resources,

including supply chain delivery times. The EMS is also able to provide rapid changes in

production capacity to optimize deliverables without accumulating excess inventory. By

outsourcing low-cost manufacturing to EMS firms - an extremely competitive activity

these days with low cost countries delivering high quality products at a fraction of the

price (Cullen, 2007) - the OEM enjoys long-term cost reductions, given suitable partners

and arrangements. These arrangements lend themselves to a reduction in the total cost of

supporting the product through its lifecycle (rather than simply considering the transfer

price of the product), such as avoiding logistics costs by having EMSes ship directly to

the OEM's distribution channel. Adopting an outsourced manufacturing approach also

allows the OEM is able to focus further on their core competencies and on differentiating

their products through product innovation, brand image, and sales strategies (Ahgren &

Wierda, 2007).

The EMS market is facing increasing competition from the threat of ODMs, and

in order to sustaln thelt" presence in the industry, EMS providers must provide value

added services (as ODMs do), an effective supply chain management and create global

footprints (Frost & Sullivan, 2008).
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3.3 OEM Requirements, ODM Design and Manufacturing

As a result of the mentioned increased EMS competition, the EMS community

has acquired substantial value-added design talents in recent years, expanding into ODM

territory to supplement their production line businesses. In this model, the OEM is yet

another step further from the manufacturing process.

An OEM specifies a handset - in terms of features, requirements, form factor, and

cost - and outsources the hardware design and production of the handset to an ODM or to

an OED (who would in turn outsource the production to an EMS). Figure 5 shows the

OEM providing the ideas/design of the product to the ODM/OED, who will in turn

implement those requirements and provide the lower-level technical design to fit. Tn this

arrangement, the ODM manages its design of the project independently under the

supervision of the OEM, and the ODM is responsible for the production (Ahgren &

Wierda, 2007). Intellectual property from this arrangement usually belongs to the OEM,

and the OEM is then able to focus further on strategy and marketing, and sales activities.

For example, in 2005, Palm designers determined the look and feel of their Treo

product, picked the key components, specified performance requirements, and focused on

developing the PalmOS software platform, whereas HTC did much of the mechanical and

electrical design (Engardio & Einhorn, 2005).
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figure 5: OEM Requirements, ODM Design and Manufacturing

Hiring an ODM provides substantial vertical capabilities, from design through

system assembly, test, delivery and logistics. In many cases, the ODM even handles

product warranty and repair, software, and customer service (Wikipedia, n.d.).

The constant pressure on OEMs to lower manufacturing costs in order to maintain

profit margins can be somewhat alleviated by instead shifting this pressure to their ODMs

as suppliers. ODMs enjoying economies of scale in both their design and production

efforst are well-equipped to provide cost advantages to their OEM clients. With such

advantages, large OEMs continue to outsource handset design and manufacturing to
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address certain niches and maintain competitiveness in entry-level mobile phone market

segments.

Various OEMs have taken different path along this outsourcing model: among the

large OEMs, Motorola and Sony Ericsson are most active in long-term cooperation with

ODMs for their low-end products, with CMCS and Compal and with Arima, respectively.

On the other hand, Nokia and Samsung are the two best-known examples still slow to

move in this direction (ABI Research, 2007). By 2005, Nokia was virtually the only

manufacturer still developing reference designs and platforms in-house for all of its

product segments (Anderson & Jonsson, 2005), without relying on third-party platforms

(though this too has changed since, as pointed to in Section 4.4.1). Causes and

implications of the OEMs' approaches will be discussed further in Section 5 ,"Design

and Outsourcing" (page 52).

3.4 ODM Reference Designs

In some cases, the ODM or OED takes the design lead rather than the OEM,

providing what are called "reference designs". Figure 6 illustrates the flow of design

initiated by the ODM or OED. ]n this process, an ODM (or OED) designs a handset and

sells the design to an OEM, who may request other optional features to be included. The

OEM then specifies an industrial design (mainly cosmetic changes to the handset housing

and tweaks to certain software user experience aspects) and rebrands the product.

Here, the ODM/OED owns its design and will reuse and sell similar products to

other OEMs or distributors with slightly different industrial designs, affording the ODM

a larger volume per unique handset design and further spreading out development costs.
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This model also gives the ODM an opportunity to showcase its innovative abilities,

technical design acumen (which may also include proprietary or licensed technologies)

and generate further business to synergistically occupy its manufacturing capacity.

An example is Haier, whose branded handsets are selling well in China, despite

not having its own mobile phone development division: its handsets are conceived and

prototyped by the OED Cellon (Wilson, 2004).
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Figu re 6: ODM Reference Designs

While OEMs have accepted outsourcing the handset design to ODMs as a

manageable solution (both in terms of quality of service and quality of work product),



other factors have also fueled the growth of ODMs in recent years. Platform vendors 

including Motorola, Wavecom, and Ubinetics (ARCchart, 2003) - have brought about the

commoditization of mature 2G and 2.5G technologies by producing numerous handset

reference designs, allowing an ODM to design and develop handsets with relative ease.

As such, the trend for ODM business continues to show staggering growth.

3.5 Operator-OEM Collaboration

In the first of two operator-initiated design flows (the second of which is

described in Section 3.6 below, "Operator-ODM Collaboration"), the operator specifies

the design and feature set for a handset with an OEM and will associate its branding with

the OEM. The co-branding often takes the form of carrier logos on the housing and in the

display screens, as well as custom applications or services, as described below. The OEM

may, however, outsource the actual design and manufacturing to an ODM/OED and EMS

as in previous design models.
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Figure 7: Operator-OEM Collaboration

Network operators around the world are increasingly specifying everything from

the hardware to the applications and services included on the mobile handsets they sell,

often demanding manufacturers to integrate certain standards-based technologies,

software operating systems and/or applications (Anderson & Jonsson, 2005).

Manufacturers therefore need to effectively support these requirements and personalise

devices for individual operators (Rao, 2003). The requests, whether to define a model to

complete its handset selection offering or to launch an advanced flagship handset, are

aimed at creating synergies with the carriers' own advanced network services.
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Additionally, different carriers offering the same model phone will request certain

customized features both to differentiate the model and to provide a somewhat

standardized user experience for all phones on that network. Sprint, for instance,

demands the model number for handsets on its network be a higher number than the same

handset model on other networks in North America, giving the impression that Sprint's

customized version is a higher in the OEM product line.

Another significant driver for handset design models is the evolution of the

mobile network operator industry, with some MNOs pushing towards working with fewer

vendors and a narrower range of OS and appl ication engines to reduce costs and

complexity. Vodafone and Japan's NTT DoCoMo have been particularly influential, and

several other multinational operators have also begun to implement similar plans. A

standardized platform can provide numerous cost savings opportunities for operators

through areas such as device verification, service creation, device provisioning, customer

care and training: porting applications or services across a pJatfonn-based phone can cost

95% less than porting applications across feature phones using proprietary platforms,

according to Anderson & Jonsson, 2005.

3.6 Operator-ODM Collaboration

The second operator-driven design chain is a design collaboration between a

mobile operator and an ODM. Mobile operators today are placing an increasing

importance on strengthening customer loyalty by establishing a prominent brand presence

on the handset (A RCchart, 2003). Because most ODMs have modest or no brand

ambitions of their own, ODMs are often eager to cater directly to this market; for the
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ODM, there is little technical and logistical difference between serving an OEM client

and supplying to a carrier as a customer.

In a scenario where the operator is confident in its knowledge of customer needs

and brand value, the operator itself defines the device design and requirements and

contracts an ODM directly to create the technical design and oversee the manufacture of

the handset. The operator brands the product and markets it via its established distribution

channels.
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Figu re 8: Opera/or Specified Design
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Distributor design requests for ODM handsets has been embraced as a model in

some regions of the world. The most popular example of this design flow is HTC from

Taiwan, supplying myriad handsets to European network operators like 02 and Orange.

(Aside, HTC has also been aggressively promoting its own brand in recent quarters.)

NTT Docomo in Japan is another example of a network carrier being the key driver in

handset specifications on its network.
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4 OUTSOURCING MAPS

As can be seen from the outsourcing relationships and the design flows described

in previous sections, OEMs and distributors have chosen from several different

outsourcing approaches, the most significant of which are: OEM brands outsourcing

manufacturing to contract manufacturers, and OEM brands outsourcing the design work

to ODMs. Meanwhile, mobile operators are placing increasing focus on branding and

customer loyalty, and are becoming increasingly involved in specifying the mobile

handsets they sell and defining the customer experience. Because of these movements,

the OEM in the middle of this chain segment that seems to be squeezed in maintaining its

unique identity. In order to better understand whether the number and nature of certain

relationships has had an impact on the success of an OEM or brand, a graphical

representation of the relationships for players in the mobile handset industry is presented

and analyzed in this chapter.

4.1 OEM and ODM Rankings

4.1.1 OEM Rankings and Profitability

To derive meaningful perspective on the impact of relationships on the success of

the major OEM players, the major OEM players' market shares (based on shipment

volumes over 4Q 2007) are first presented in Table 3 below alongside their performance

across years 2005, 2006, and 2007 (with data summarized from Table 9 through Table

11, pages 63-63).
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Table 3: OEM Global Market Share, 2005-2007

OEM 2005 2006 2007 2006-2007 2007
Volume Market Volume Market Volume Market Change Growth Rank

(millions) Share (millions) Share (millions) Share (yoy%) (yoy%)
Nokia 265 32.7% 347.5 34.7% 437.1 38.8% 4.1% 11.8% 1
Samsung 103 12.7% 113.7 11.3% 161.2 14.3% 3.0% 26.5% 2
Motorola 146 18.0% 217.4 21.7% 159.0 14.1% -7.6% -35.0% 3
Sony Ericsson 55 6.3% 74.8 7.5% 103.4 9.2% 1.7% 26.7% 4
LG 51 6.8% 64.4 6.4% 80.5 7.2% 0.8% 12.5% 5
ZTE na na na na 30.0 2.7% na na 6
RIM na na na na 13.6 1.2% na na 7
Apple 4.0 0.4% na na 8
Top 5 620 76.5% 817.8 81.6% 941.2 83.6%
Global Total 811 1,001.9 1,125.5 12.3%

na = data not available

Source: Gartner, Inc. 2008

Besides identifying the top OEM players - the five largest OEM brands in tenns

of volume are in shaded rows - the numbers in Table 3 above show a number of trends.

First, the summed market share occupied by the top five OEMs is steadily increasing.

Second, aside from Motorola's recent losses in its Mobile Devices division (Levine,

2008), the largest players are steadily increasing their global market shares, and the

higher their global market share position, the greater the absolute gains in their 2007

market share over 2006 perfonnances. These top players therefore warrant further

examination of their outsourcing relationships, which will be presented later in the

section.

The size of a finn does not necessarily reflect the firm's profitability, of course,

and it is worthwhile to present in Table 4, the major identified OEMs' overall revenues

and profit margins, and those of their related mobile device divisions.
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Table 4: 2007 Revenue & Profit Margin, OEMs

Overall Overall Mobile Mobile Mobile
OEM Revenue Profit Margin Revenue Profit Profit Margin Rank

(USD mill) (%) (USD mill) (USD mill) (%)
Nokia $51,058 15.64% $49,505 $10,131 20.46% 1
Samsung na na $24,488 $3,054 12.47% 2
Motorola $36,622 1.40% $18,988 -$1,201 -6.33% 3
Sony Ericsson $31,389 16.32% $17,496 $2,080 11.89% 4
LG na na $11,202 $933 8.33% 5
RIM $3,037 26.54% $3,918 $1,116 28.48% 7
ZTE $4,811 6.11% na na na 8
Apple $24.006 18.37% $123 na na 9

na = data not available

Source: Compiled from corporate annual reports, 2007

As shown from the above table, the major global handset makers seem to be

divided into groups in terms of their profit capacity: Nokia and RIM enjoy profitability

between 20% and 30%, while Sony Ericsson, LG, and others maintain profit margins

around 10%. Samsung formerly earned profits around 20-25% in 2004, but has suffered a

drop in its margins, joining Sony Ericsson and LG (FPDisplay.com, 2005). An

investigation of these groups' outsourcing patterns could reveal a cause-effect

relationship in the map of Section 4.3.1.

4.1.2 ODM Rankings and Profitability

From the ODM perspective, Table 5 below lists the shipment volumes of leading

ODMs in 2006 and in 2007 (where available). Due to the incompleteness of data,

however, a discemable trend cannot be seen from this table alone. Instead, the figures in

Table 5 will be taken into consideration when deriving the relationship map on page 40.
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2006 2007
(millions) (millions)

68.7 47.8
50.0 na
27.0 na
13.1 9.5
13.0 na
12.3 na
10.5 11.8

na 114.0Total
HTC
CMCS / Foxconn
Quanta
Arima
Pantech & Curitel
BenQ
Compal

Table 5: ODM Shipment Volumes, 2006-2007

OEM/OOM

na = data not available

Source: THT Research, 2007

Below, Table 6 displays the overall revenue and profit margin financials for

selected ODMs. The figures are for the consolidated ODM firm, which may include

multiple other business lines - these ODMs are commonly also notebook and desktop

computer ODMs - not just the mobile handset lines.

Table 6: 2007 Revenue & Profit Margin, ODMs

Overall Overall Mobile Mobile
OOM Revenue Profit Margin Revenue Profit Margin Rank

(USO mill) (%) (USOmill) (%)
Compal Comm $15,152 4.32% na na 1
BenQ $8,274 -13.68% na na 2
Pantech & Curitel na na na na 3
Arima $421 -6.80% na na 4
Quanta $21,090 2.68% $421 na 5
CMCS / Foxconn na na na na 6
HTC $7,881 26.49% na na 7
lAC $2,641 4.91% na na
ASUS $24,667 3.91% na na
Inventec $7,706 1.31% na na

na = data not available

Source: Compiled from corporate annual reports, 2007

Immediately noticeable from Table 6 is the wide range of profit margins achieved

by the listed ODMs, seemingly without relation to the size or ranking of the ODM. Of

note are the two extremes: BenQ has suffered losses after being unable to turn around the

Seimens handset division it acquired, while HTC continues to make high-margin inroads
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to providing ODM services directly to operators and OEMs alike and even breaking into

its own-brand product lines. Also of note is Quanta Computer, whose handset business

makes up a very small portion of its revenue (which consists mainly of notebook ODM

business). Thus, from the list in Table 6, interesting firms include Compal for its top-rank

shipment volume and HTC for its impressively high margins, and we shall look

particularly at these two firms later, in Section 4.4.2.

4.2 Relationship Map, Global

In conjunction with the above data of Section 4.1 (on page 34), Figure 9 below

shows a collection of the major OEMs, ODMs, and test houses around the world, drawn

in a relationship map similar in nature to a network map of interconnected nodes.

The relationship map is intended as a living, organic diagram of the mobile phone

industry. Relationships are indicated as a connection between the two involved parties:

new lines are added as new outsourcing contracts are forged, formed as mergers and

acquisitions are signed, and connections are erased as partnerships dissolve or orders are

discontinued. Relationship lines between the ODMs and OEMs are drawn in a direction

consistent with the flow of goods diagram (Figure I), from the ODMs to OEMs (such as

from Compal to Motorola), but are bidirectional between test houses and testing clients

(such as between CETECOM and Samsung). Dotted lines indicate an ownership or

subsidiary relation, such as between sister companies Inventec and lAC, and between

HTC and its affiliated brand Dopod.

The relationships are determined from online news sources, industry news

articles, and forecast analyses, as well as from general OEM and ODM knowledge
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collected directly from the responsible managers within the finns, between 2003 and

2007. Note that some infonnation is incomplete as most supplier relationships are kept

confidential and typically not publicly announced, particularly in the cases of test houses

and their handset developer clients. The top ten OEMs and ODMs are drawn with relative

sizes based on handset sales and shipments, respectively, in millions of units (data from

Table 3 and Table 5). The top ten OEMs and ODMs each are also represented with

names labelled inside of their circles; all others are drawn at a minimum size not relative

to scale.

Figure 9 shows a large size discrepancy between the largest players and those not

in the top ten - even between the first and fourth players, Nokia and Sony Ericsson, the

variance in market share is significant. To the left are eight representative test houses, the

major four finns of which are shown larger (though not to scale).
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In the global market map (Figure 9 above), one notices a "concentration" of

relationships around HTC, Quanta, and AriOla as ODMs, around Motorola, Sony

Ericsson, and NEC as OEMs/brands, and upon CETECOM and SGS in the test house

role. A further look into the dominant players is discussed in Section 4.3 ("Relationship

Map, Designers and Brands", page 42).

Outside of the larger industry players, however, many of the smaller OEMs each

have only a single OOM connection, ranging from one OOM outsource relationship

(Panda, Alcatel, for example) to as many as four (in the case of Lenovo). Some possible

explanations exist: some brands' order volumes are not yet large enough to seek multiple

sources, while other firms more established in other industries (such as HP) are still

seeking a foothold in the market, and as such are still searching for an appropriate ODM
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partner for a successful long-term relationship. That said, some firms (such as NEC) also

seek multiple sources in order to maintain a better bargaining position instead of allowing

any single ODM to become too "comfortable" as its supplier. The overall result of these

reasons is that most OEMs do not simultaneously maintain many ODM relationships.

Regarding test houses, all ODMs and OEMs in the relationship map should be

connected to at least one test lab unless the firm owns its own - Nokia's testing house

shares the same name, Motorola developed Motorola ADR, and HTC recently acquired

CGC (Shen & Lam, 2007) - or data is unavailable. As illustrated in Figure 9, the

remaining OEMs and ODMs tend to hire test houses of like size: bigger test houses are

aligned with at least one ODM and one OEM, where smaller labs seem to be aligned only

with a single stable ODM relationship. This suggests that OEMs, having a vested interest

in ensuring the product quality that has a direct impact on the OEM's reputation and

brand equity, are more likely to enlist certification services from an established and stable

test house. What's more, smaller test houses are more limited in testing capabilities and

capacities, but compensate with lower plices that attract smaller designers and

manufachJrers on tighter project budgets. Larger certification laboratories, on the other

hand, tend to service larger ODM/OEM clients by offering a network of locations, which

collectively cover all of the vast test cases required. North American and European

designers and brands also tend to favour major test houses over small testing players,

whereas Asian-based designers and OEMs shown in Figure 9 do not exhibit such a

preference (Palmu, 2008).

In the paragraphs to follow, the relationship map of Figure 9 is modified to reveal

further insight to the dynamics between ODMs and OEMs. (Because of the greater recent
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movement ofEMSes and ODMs towards Asia - Taiwan and China, in particular- data in

Appendix B looks at the mobile handset manufacturing industry in China. As the specific

Chinese geographic region is outside of the scope of this document, however, the data is

provided for the interest of the reader.)

4.3 Relationship Map, Designers and Brands

Reorganizing the global map previously shown on page 42, Figure 10 focuses

upon ODMs and OEDs (with their EMS capacities drawn separately) for a further look:

cet1ification houses have been omitted. This diagram shows relationships directly

between contract manufacturers and OEM brands, particularly involving the major

OEMs. Again, the most significant ODMs and OEMs are drawn to a relative scale,

whereas smaller players are labelled olltside of their circles; EMS circles, however, do

not reflect relative size. Bolded lines show relationships between the major players (top

nine or ten) in each industry.
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Figure 10: Market Map, ODMs & OEMs
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One observation from the above figure is the overwhelming impression of having

"one ODM to many OEMs"; that is, each ODM seems to serve many OEMs, more so

than the OEMs sourcing from many ODMs. In the next paragraphs, a look at the above

figure will be taken from the viewpoint of the OEMs (Section 4.3.1), and from that of the

ODMs (Section 4.3.2).

4.3.1 OEM Relationships

Based on Figure 10 above, a list of the OEMs is displayed in Table 7 below,

ordered by the number of ODM relationships held with each OEM. A second column

lists each OEM's number of relationships with large ODM players, alongside the OEM's

ranking (as previously presented, shaded).

Table 7: Number of Relationships per OEM

OEM
Brand

Motorola
Sony Ericsson

Lenovo
HP

Haier
MWG

LG
Nokia
NEC
Palm

Panasonic

Philips
BenQ

Toshiba
Dopod, HTC

Danger
ASUS

OKWAP
Openmoko

Mio
i-mate
Alcatel
Panda
Apple
ZTE
RIM

Kyocera
Samsung

All ODM
Relationships

6
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

o
o
o
o
o
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Major ODM
Relationships

5
4
4
2
2

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
o
o
o
1
1
1
o
o
o
o
o

OEM
Ranking

3
4

5

9
8
7
6
2



From Figure 10, Motorola and Sony Ericsson seem to have the most connections

to OOMs, both being known to aggressively outsource the designing of both their entry

level and high-end models to Taiwanese OOM firms. And yet, five of the top ten largest

OEMs in Figure 9 and Figure 10- Samsung, Kyocera, RIM, ZTE, and Apple - show

little to no use of OOM outsourced services. Furthermore, while Nokia shows two

outsourcing connections, the firm utilizes the OOMs for very few of their model

offerings: a strategy that has gained this market leader more share than Samsung,

Motorola, and Sony Ericsson combined. The remaining (smaller) OEMs have very little

market significance, suggesting their outsourcing decisions to forego in-house handset

design are based on a necessity to leverage the scales of their ODMs for lower shipment

orders.

The major investments in proprietary R&D from the OEMs have given some way

to standardization of components and interfaces, as mentioned, allowing those EMS firms

to provide cost, time-to-market, and time-to-volume advantages while permitting OEMs

to focus on brand and market related efforts. But from Table 7 and the above reasoning, it

appears that the OEMs still taking key designs and feature innovations into their own

hands, and who have chosen not to outsource design to ODMs, are enjoying stronger

brand value and better global sales as a result. These same OEMs - the ones utilizing

ODM design services minimally, retaining their proprietary development competencies

are also the more profitable OEMs listed in Table 4 on page 36.
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4.3.2 ODM Relationships

Table 8 below shows the ODMs ordered by the number of relationships

(contracts) each has to the various OEMs. Because these arrangements are usually

confidential, particularly for lower volume shipments to smaller brands, the number of

clients for each ODM can be somewhat higher than the tabulated figures.

Table 8: Number of Relationships per ODM

OOM
Brand
HTC

Arima
Quanta
Compal
BenQ
CMCS

lAC

ASUS
FIC

MiTAC
Inventec

BYD
Gigabyte

Pantech & Curitel

All OEM
Relationships

8
7
6
6
4
3
3
2

o

Top OEM
Relationships

2
3

2

o

OOM
Ranking

7
4
5

2
6

3

Contrary to observations from the OEM relationship table, ODMs exhibiting

multiple relationships with OEMs rank higher (in shipment volumes) than those with

only a few OEM clients. Almost all of the ten most successful ODMs (top ranking in

shipment volumes) enjoy multiple OEM clients. In particular, it also becomes evident

from Figure 10 and the above Table 8, that HTC and Compal each serve a large number

of minor (non-top ten) mobile phone brands.

A number of explanations lend themselves to these findings, as previously

presented in Section 3.4 ("ODM Reference Designs", page 27): ODMs are often hired by

firms wishing to launch a small-volume (niche model or limited market) or low-cost
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handset, and ODMs are eager to re-sell these designs to many OEMs (in different

incarnations) to achieve greater economies of scale on their own designs. To do so

requires ODMs to develop unique technical features differentiating their designs from

those of competing ODMs. Thus, successful ODMs are typically those able to attract

several OEM clients - even if collecting a large number of small volume orders - rather

than build large volume shipments concentrated around just one customer. Note that this

driving success factor matches the needs of smaller OEMs to leverage the scales of their

contracted ODMs for lower shipment orders.

While ODMs appear able to base their successes upon multiple lower-volume

OEMs, the relationships between the largest industry ODMs and OEMs bears further

investigation. The "top ten" ODM and OEM interactions is covered in the following

section.

4.4 Relationship Map, "Top Ten" Designers and Brands

Focusing further on only the major OEMs and ODMs (and their associated EMS,

where applicable), Figure 11 shows the top identified OEMs and their outsourcing

relationships to the top identified ODMs (plus a number of global EMS players). The

firms are arranged such that relationship lines are clearly laid out, and bolded lines show

working relationships that are considered stable and long-term.
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Figure II: Market Map, Top Ten

Although Figure 10 displayed a "one ODM to many OEMs" pattern, this

landscape changes dramatically when restricted to viewing only the "top ten" ODMs and

"top ten" OEMs in the above diagram, Figure 11. A closer look to the top ten OEMs

(Section 4.4.1) and top ten ODMs (Section 4.4.2) follows.

4.4.1 "Top Ten" OEM Relationships

Referring again to Table 7, larger OEM firms enlisting ODM services tend 10

select large ODM firms to partner with. Major OEMs shown in Figure J 0 outsource to at

most a single ODM not placing in the top ten. For example, Motorola outsources design

to six partners, five of which are major ODM players in the industry. The reasons are
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clear: larger ODMs tend to employ more established design and internal processes, a trait

more vital when selecting a firm to contract design work than when selecting an EMS

partner. Additionally, ODMs exhibiting solid design procedures and ethics are more

likely to gain the trust of leading OEMs, similar to the rationale suggested for OEMs

seeking test houses.

Even in this environment, however, some outsourcing is taking place (not shown

in these figures), if perhaps reluctantly. For example, to ensure a continuum of innovation

in its final products, Nokia has long developed almost everything on its own, even

designing its own chipsets (such as the wireless radios for GSM), but this is changing.

Nokia's revised chipset strategy is a licensing and multi-sourcing model, having several

chipset vendors design and build current- and next-generation chips for the OEM (Taylor,

2007). By outsourcing these activities, Nokia can instead reduce its R&D expenditure,

and concentrate on innovating in other core chipset technologies (where, presumably, the

know-how is less stable and lends itself to further advancements).

4.4.2 "Top Ten" ODM Relationships

The previous finding in Section 4.3.2 (page 45) revealed the larger ODMs show a

preference towards maintaining many relationships with OEM clients. The ODM

perspective from the second part of Table 8, however, reveals a different proportion of

reliance on major firms: designers working with many OEM clients tend to serve a far

larger proportion of smaller brands than top-ten OEMs.

One example is HTC, which serves 8 different brands/clients, but its major clients

comprise only Motorola and Sony Ericsson. Likewise, Compal's single major client is
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Motorola, but designs handsets for 5 other brands as well. Overall, each dominant ODM

serves only one to two dominant clients, with Arima being the sole ODM providing

designs for three major OEMs: Motorola, Sony Ericsson, and LG.

While this finding in itself can be misleading as an indicator of OOM success,

since even a single major client can make up a substantial percentage of an aDM's

revenue. For example, more than 60 percent ofOOM Compal Communications' revenue

comes from handset business for Motorola (Pick, 2005). Still, accepting mass orders from

their OEM client has boosted Compal's shipment volumes to the number one spot, but

these orders are focused on low-margin handsets. Worse yet, the Compal-Motorola

cooperation places heavy reliance on Motorola for business, at the same time somewhat

positioning Compal as an ODM not at the forefront of innovation: an arguably dangerous

position.

As such, the current situation as demonstrated in Figure 10 and Table 8 indicates

efforts by the OOMs to reduce their reliance on any single client and to spread their fixed

costs across multiple OEM brands.

4.5 Outsourcing Design and Market Share Implications

There is a distinction between outsourcing manufacturing, outsourcing design,

and outsourcing innovation, as evidenced in the differences between the "Mobile Handset

Industry Flow of Goods" (Figure 1, page 16) and the design flows presented in "Supply

Chain Models" (comprising Figure 3 through Figure 8). As every design model points to

a successful OEM or ODM example, the findings derived in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4
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from investigating success trends are compiled here to provide more cohesive

conclusions and commentary.

Successful firms high in market share tend to design their own handsets. As found

in Section 4.3.1 ("OEM Relationships"), OEMs retaining key design and feature

innovations in-house choose instead to limit their outsourcing to ODMs, and these OEMs

seem to be rewarded with stronger brand value and better global sales. At the same time,

ODMs managing to promote their own unique designs and handset features - that is, their

ability to innovate handset designs, and execute on those innovations - will be able to

successfully sell their products to more OEMs, thus garnering increased market share and

leveraging greater economies of scale (Section 4.3.2, "ODM Relationships"). A unified

conclusion from the above and from previous discussions is that firms nurturing in-house

innovation are rewarded with greater success, as indicated by the observed higher market

shares (refer again to Table 3 and Table 5, pages 35-37).

Furthermore, firms driven to innovate also logically gravitate towards using

specific design flow models. OEMs intent on incorporating proprietary innovations lean

towards the "OEM Design, Outsourced Manufacturing" design flow of Section 3.2

(described on page 22). On the other hand, ODMs actively selling their reference handset

designs will favour the "ODM Reference Designs" model outlined in Section 3.4 (page

27). Each of these models allows the innovative OEM or ODM to flex its design

strengths while leaving the lower-level details to an outsourced company to handle - an

ODM for the OEM, or in the case of an ODM designing, to the separate EMS subsidiary

or department within.
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It should be noted, however, that not all ODMs' and OEMs' core competencies

include designing handsets: some are inconsistent in their ability to provide innovative

handsets. For example, Motorola designs are hit-and-miss: the StarTAC product lines of

the 1990's dominated the market, but Motorola failed to follow up with compelling

designs until the release of the flagship RAZR line in 2004, after which the OEM again

has not steadily maintained consumer interest. Motorola avidly uses ODMs for complete

technical design on its cheapest (entry-level) mobile phones, practically buying the ODM

reference designs as in the "ODM Reference Designs" model (page 27). But the OEM's

outsourcing of manufacturing and low-level design (the "OEM Requirements, ODM

Design and Manufacturing" model of Section 3.3) still relies on Motorola's on-and-off

ability to design such winning high-end products.

Additionally, a note of caution is in order: the mass adoption of any invention or

innovation requires a common technology. As proposed by some in the industry, over

aggressive implementation of "innovation" can actually be a curse! Innovation is at its

core a technical differentiation in a device or method, so it can be argued that innovation

commonly acts against technology standards (Raby, 2007), and thus provides a barrier to

device interoperability. OEMs and ODMs unable to master the balance between adhering

to standards and innovating despite them, may find their efforts backfiring and adversely

affecting their reputation and subsequently their market share.
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5 DESIGN AND OUTSOURCING FUTURE TRENDS

Given the selected findings of previous sections, this section now turns to the

future for a description of trends to come. Driving these movements and trends are the

standardization of components and interfaces and the subsequent commoditization of

their design and manufacture. EMS providers, OEDs, ODMs, and OEMs alike seek to

take advantage of lower-cost productions from the standards and maturing technologies

(such as basic handset design). Each seeks to engage further in the creative process to

innovate and to build a closer relationship with the end customer, becoming new entrant

competitors into the markets of their current clients. OEMs in particular must focus on

brand and market related efforts as many are losing their design edges over aggressive

ODM talent. In short, all players in the supply chain are slowly evolving and adopting

more skills downstream in order to compensate against the simpler, low-margin tasks of

their roots.

Comments are presented below on the future of OEMs as designers, ofODMs in

their roles as designers and manufacturers, and of handsets as OEM/ODM innovators

help their upcoming shapes and functions.

5.1 OEMs as Designers

As previously pointed out, OEMs contribute key technology and at least some

design input to all its products but rely on outside partners to co-develop everything else.

Many OEMs (such as Motorola mentioned above) simply purchase complete reference
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designs from their ODM partners, particularly for cheaper entry-level phones, while

reserving their own development and design resources for high-end handsets. At the same

time, as described below, OEMs must strive to redefine their brands and themselves as a

whole.

5.1.1 Continued Growth in Outsourcing

From the above arguments on the successes of outsourcing manufacturing, one

obviously expects the trend to continue. Research estimates that OEMs have already

outsourced over 60 percent of their handset production in 2007, but that the bulk of

further outsourcing opportunities is still to come for the handset end markets (Ahgren &

Wierda, 2007). Despite research showing that OEMs bullish on outsourcing have gained

success by doing so, the previous relationship maps illustrates that several of the world's

top handset OEMs who are still to start their own outsourcing activities achieve equal or

greater success by keeping activities in-house.

As ODMs advance their design skills, it should be expected that OEMs

continuously raise their level of outsourcing, even for certain design activities, over the

next few years. Some of the giants will shrink their R&D work forces to concentrate on

proprietary architecture, setting key specifications, and managing global R&D teams.

OEMs may find that different advantages become apparent when outsourcing, including

allowing them to be more flexible and capitalize on market opportunities.

As mobile phones increase in function and complexity, a higher degree of

specialization within the industry will lower the barrier for new entrants. Firms entering

this industry will be able to outsource nearly everything to component and design experts,
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from generic component purchases to specific/custom component provisioning, device

commissioning (allowing OEDs/ODMs to specify, design, manufacture, and distribute

the product directly), and finally even certain end-user brand value activities (Anderson,

Jonsson, 2005, Exhibit A). Variable rather than fixed costs will become more significant,

and core R&D capabilities will not be a requisite for competitive advantage.

5.1.2 Brand Transformations

With ODM designs resources readily available, what has to be done in-house

anymore? As vendors gain access to the same or similar components, competing based on

product functionality will become increasingly difficult, and first mover advantages for

higher-end components will not be sustainable. Thus, a line can be roughly drawn: skills

considered commodity technologies can be outsourced, whereas core intellectual property

should remain within the firm. To draw this line, there becomes a stronger need for

OEMs to differentiate themselves as re-branders and distributors, or as talented handset

designers. The former direction is clear: focus on the brand, the marketing, and the

customer relationship of those identified markets. If the latter strategic path is taken

instead, OEMs must then closely guard their sustainable competitive advantage and

complementary assets, be it their control over the latest technologies, the look and feel of

new products, or the customer relationship (Engardio & Einhorn, 2005). Examples of

complementary assets in the mobile phone industry include capabilities such as consumer

branding, industrial design capabilities, hardware and software customization, time to

market and service provision (Anderson & Jonsson, 2005).

An extension of this concept, the Asian-centric ODM industry is becoming

increasingly capable of carrying the torch in turning designs into working products and
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services to be released. North American and European OEMs can more confidently hand

off those tasks to the ODMs, and tum their attention to the highest (creative) levels of

product creation.

One may liken this to "left brain" and "right brain" collaboration. The left-brain

intellectual tasks are routine and mechanical, and can be disclosed in a well-defined

specification to be outsourced to Asian-based ODMs and other rising economies.

Meanwhile, westem OEMs and brands will push forward with right brain activities,

leveraging their proximity to the end markets and cultivating the creativity and artistry

that resonates with the end customer.

Because of these factors, the OEM is being squeezed to justify its continued

existence amongst these low-cost entrants. The result is thick with irony: those OEMs

who have most embraced and utilized EMS and ODM services are the ones being forced

into a situation requiring the redefinition of the firm's operations and core competencies.

In a manner of speaking, the previously symbiotic supplier-client relationships have

helped create another threat of new entrants to the circle of handset brands.

Most leading OEMs with in-house design will continue along this model for

innovation. In tandem, one can expect future teams to be very global in nature, involving

a network of partners: for instance, European and American product concepts, Taiwanese

handset engineers, Indian software houses, and Chinese or Southeast Asian factories!

Such a geographical division of labour and regional focus of core competencies can lead

to a dramatic leap in overall product development speed and efficiency (Engardio &

Einhom, 2005).
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5.2 ODMs as Designers

While ODMs are delivering more compelling mobile phone reference designs,

their designs so far have been largely limited to entry-level devices and developing

markets. ODMs are making headway in the concept designs and are managing to attract

more clients, but even so, ODMs are still some ways from driving truly breakthrough

product concepts and core technologies in their design work. How, then, will ODMs

grow their businesses and learn the elusive design knack that OEMs have so far hoarded?

Two possible paths are outlined below. The first is to achieve economies of scale,

convincing OEMs not to spend vast budgets on R&D to duplicate efforts already put

forth into the ODMs' designs. The second sees ODMs breaking out their own brands and

competing directly with OEMs, but this strategy is not without its own perils.

5.2.1 The Economies of Scale Dynamic

The ODMs providing economies of scale cost advantages to their OEM clients (as

outlined in Sections 3.3 and 3.4) better equip their customers for addressing their markets.

But these economies of scale also work against the manufacturer if volume orders cannot

be achieved. For example, as Motorola's sales volumes decrease, so does the company's

ability to negotiate cheaper costs from its ODM manufacturers, which in turn cycles

disadvantageously as Motorola tries to address the cost-competitive and price-sensitive

low-end markets (Reardon, 2008).

Furthermore, as emerging markets dominate world mobile phone usage growth,

entry-level mobile devices will be the more popular consumer choices, causing the

average selling price (ASP) of handsets to drop. This market and OEM pressure also
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translates to the ODMs, as many ODMs (and EMSes), already operating on razor thin

margins in the production of entry-level phones, will be unable to compete in the low

cost market.

There has been a rush of new entrants from China and Taiwan that have perfected

low cost manufacturing of modular products such as consumer electronics and PCs,

causing a disruption in the supplier-client balance. As a result, ODM and EMS

consolidation is imminent, particularly in the Chinese-based designers and manufacturers:

they must either achieve greater economies of scale by joining forces (in the form of

mergers and acquisitions), or seek a new strategy. Since OEMs remain very selective in

choosing their EMS partners, EMS providers should focus on maintaining long-term

relationships with their customers through their value-added services, strategic

partnership and alliances (Frost & Sullivan, 2008).

5.2.2 Selected Own-Brand Expansions

Another trend is also apparent: the traditional EMS has encroached on OEM

territory! From their low-cost manufacturing roots, EMS players have expanded their

service offerings "downward" through the supply chain to encompass low-cost design, in

essence becoming OOMs. Some OOM players have even moved to provide their own

branded products, oftentimes competing with their clients. While most have strategically

limited their branding to local markets, some of the aggressive OOMs, such as HTC and

BenQ, have endeavoured to launch their brands globally (with mixed success).

OEMs imparting their technologies and know-how to their outsourcing firms did

so to nurture successful long-term relationships with their suppliers. ODMs partners are
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consequently learning from their OEM clients, while component vendors began

supplying tools for OEDs, ODMs, and OEMs alike to more easily apply designs for

handset components. The result? One example is where Motorola had once hired BenQ

for its ODM services, ordering millions of mobile phones. But BenQ began selling

phones last year under its own brand, directly competing with Motorola in the prized

China market, prompting Motorola to pull its contract (Engardio & Einhorn, 2005).

ODMs are perhaps as technically experienced in the integration of mobile device

technologies as their clientele, but ODMs expanding into their own brands face a tough

battle ahead. Not only do they risk alienating their traditional OEM customer base, but

also the ODMs' expertise have historically been in designing and manufacturing goods

for other companies, but not stepping into the limelight themselves. To be a successful

product company and brand requires intimacy with the customer in their markets, and

because ODMs are generally located in lower-cost geographies, this is a difficult

organizational endeavour, especially in broader global markets. In the mobile industry,

HTC is about the only ODM successfully navigating tricky transition from anonymous

ODM to global brand.

Still, ambitious ODMs are looking to establishing a global brand presence, and

more success stories are expected to surface in the coming future of handsets.

5.3 Handsets 2008 and Beyond

The future for handsets and handset sales is mixed. Analysts expect a growth in

global handset shipments, but a decline in total handset revenues as the ASP of mobile

phones is anticipated to continue its downward fall (Informa UK, 2007). The demand for
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low-end phone models (in emerging markets) and high-end devices (in mature markets)

could create an M-shaped distribution of price points, still heavily weighing towards

entry-level designs.

Instead, OEMs and industry players are looking to several other methods of

profiting in the changing arena, including new and different mobile services. Meanwhile,

as will be detailed below, the nature of the mobile handset is changing as technologies

emerge and mature.

5.3.1 More Services, New Services

The drop in the global handset ASP is wearing profit margins thin. Firms,

particularly distributors such as carriers, are thus seeking other revenue streams to

maintain profitability and growth. One such revenue source with potential is mobile

service, but beyond simple SMS and MMS and basic mobile internet browsing, network

operators must rollout new paid services.

Style and price of the handset will dictate its included functionality, of course, but

a lack of a minimal compatibility limits the network operator's accessible market.

Fortunately, the advancement of mobile phone technology promotes the use of additional

services for the end user to utilize. Subscribers are increasing buying handsets with

advanced features, and mobile content is becoming technically more accessible. A

popular recent example would be the location-based services (LBS), leveraging real-time

GPS readings from a GPS-enabled mobile phone, offering such things as promotional

items or restaurant guides near the user, or even directions and maps of the user's
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immediate vicinity. Another example is the ability to offer a mobile content (music and

video, streaming and downloadable) experience from the phone.

Whatever the new services, they must be simple, reliable, and available to the

mass market (to justify the carriers' implementation and maintenance efforts).

Additionally, the services should strive to be competitively differentiated between

competing operators and various handset brands, while still being interoperable. Getting

the right balance of interoperability and differentiation is key to the next stage in mobile

service development (Raby, 2007).

5.3.2 Hardware as a Service

Alongside the mobile data services being rolled out by network operators, the

handset design and features are key to the overall user experience: the mobile device in

hand provides the user's interface!

Traditional models entailed a purchased hardware that was static in its features:

the capabilities included in the phone when a consumer purchased it were the capabilities

it carried through to the end of its useful life. This original model is also evolving into the

hardware being offered almost like a service: periodic updates to the device's firmware

breathe new life into its functions, increasing its usage value over the life of the product's

support lifecycle. One well-publicized example of this hardware-as-a-service is the Apple

iPhone, launched in June 2007: its firmware has undergone over four revisions in the six

months following its launch, each time adding considerable functionality to both the units

in store and those already purchased and in use!
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In this model, hardware purchased becomes increasingly capable with finnware

updates pushed to consumers over time. And though most software updates have been

free improvements and bug fixes to the purchased units in the field, there is great

potential to leverage this push channel and offer over-the-air software upgrades for

network services as well as enhanced entertainment features.

No doubt, the future of handset design, innovation, and manufacturing is

interesting, and warrants a close watch.
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Appendix A: OEM Global Market Share Data, 2005-2007

The following tables contain raw data for OEM market shares (by shipment

volume) from 2005 through 2007. They provide the basis for Table 3 (page 35) and other

references in the body of this document.

Table 9: OEM Global Market Share, 2005

OEM 1Q05 2Q05 3Q05 4Q05 2005 2005

Market Market Market Market Volume Market
Share (%) Share (%) Share (%) Share (%) (millions) Share (%)

LG 6.5% 6.6% 7.8% 6.5% 51 6.8%
Motorola 16.7% 18.5% 19.5% 18.4% 146 18.0%
Nokia 31.3% 33.2% 33.5% 34.3% 265 32.7%
Samsung 14.3% 13.4% 13.5% 11.0% 103 12.7%
Sony Ericsson 5.5% 6.5% 6.9% 6.5% 55 6.3%

Top 5 74.2% 78.2% 81.1% 76.7% 620 76.5%
Global Total na na na na 811 100.0%

na = data not available

Table 10: OEM Global Market Share, 2006

OEM 1Q06 2Q06 3Q06 4Q06 2006

LG

Volume Market
(millions) Share (%)

15.6 7.1%

Volume Market
(millions) Share (%)

15.3 6.5%

Volume Market
(millions) Share (%)

18.5 7.4%

Volume Market
(millions) Share (%)

17.0 5.9%

Volume Market
(millions) Share (%)

64.4 6.4%
Motorola 46.1 21.0% 51.9 22.1% 53.7 21.5% 65.7 22.9% 217.4 21.7%
Nokia 75.1 34.1 % 78.4 33.4% 88.5 35.4% 105.5 37.0% 347.5 34.7%
Samsung
Sony Ericsson

Top 5

29 13.2%
13 5.9%

178.8 81.3%

26.3 11.2%
15.7 6.7%

187.6 79.8%

30.7 12.3%
19.8 7.9%

211.2 84.5%

32.9 11.2%
26.0 9.1%

247.1 86.1%

113.7 11.3%
74.8 7.5%

817.8 81.6%

Global Total 219.0 234.0 249.0 293.0 1,001.9

2.3 0.6%

4Q07

4.00 1.0%

23.70 7.1%

30.0 2.7%

4.0 0.4%
80.5 7.2%

2007

13.6 1.2%
437.1 38.8%

941.2 83.6%

103.4 9.2%
161.2 14.3%

159.0 14.1%

1,125.5

Volume Market
(millions) Share (%)

82.9%

? ?
30.80 9.3%
46.40 14.0%

40.90 12.3%

275.3

332.00

133.50 40.2%

Volume Market
(millions) Share (%)

21.9 7.8%

42.6 15.2%

3Q07

25.9 9.3%

1.1 0.4%

3.1 1.1%

37.2 13.3%

? ?

284.0

239.3 85.5%

111.7 39.9%

Volume Market
(millions) Share (%)

Table II: OEM Global Market Share, 2007

OEM 1Q07 2Q07
Volume Market Volume Market

(millions) Share (%) (millions) Share (%)
Apple
LG 15.8 6.3% 19.1 7.3%
Motorola 45.4 18.0% 35.5 13.5%
Nokia 91.1 36.2% 100.1 38.1%
RIM ? ? 3.1 1.2%
Samsung 34.8 13.8% 37.4 14.2%
Sony Ericsson 21.8 8.7% 24.9 9.5%
ZTE ? ? ? ?
Top 5 208.9 82.9% 216.98 82.5%

Global Total 251.0 260.0

na = data not available
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Appendix B: Relationship Map, China

The flourishing Chinese market deserves particular attention as it has given birth

to a significant group of new mobile handset OEMs and brands. Table 12, below, shows a

ranking of the top ten mobile handset brands in the Chinese market over the fourth

quarter of 2007, with a calculated market share of the region.

Table 12: Chinese Market Share, 4Q07

Ranking OEM

1 Nokia
2 Samsung
3 Motorola
4 Lenovo
5 K-Touch
6 Sony Ericsson
7 Ningbo Bird
8 Amoi
9 LG Electronics
10 GiONEE

4Q07
Volume Market

(millions) Share (%)
14.1 35.3%
5.3 13.2%
4.7 11.7%
2.4 6.0%
1.6 4.1%
1.5 3.8%
1.2 3.0%
1.1 2.8%
1.0 2.6%
0.7 1.7%

Source: Analysys, February 2008

The top three brands in China - Nokia, Samsung, and Motorola - match those in

the global rankings of Figure 9. Note that the top five global OEMs all make the top ten

Chinese list, but that Sony Ericsson and LG specifically are out of the top five, giving

way to two local Chinese brands, Lenovo and K-Touch. Furthermore, whereas the next

five global brands (ranking sixth to tenth in Table 3, page 35) are predominantly North

American based firms, the Chinese market shares are refilled with only local Chinese

brands: RIM, ZTE, and Apple do not rank in this list! Five of the top ten brands in China

are local Chinese brands, however, indicating that the growing market seems able to

support the entrance and sustenance of more branded players.
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The significant EMS and OEM players in the Chinese market are shown in Flgure

12 below (OEM sizes based on figures from Table 12). The top ten market shareholders

are arranged in the lower semi-circle.

Figure 12: Markel Map, China

From Figure 12, the dominant global brands seem to utilize EMS services of only

one or two contract manufacturers, whereas some local brands (such as lenovo, Panda,

and Tel) have enlisted up to four different EMSes. It is also evident from Figure 12 that

most of the shown EMS players in China are subsidiaries of Taiwanese ODMs, with one



of the exceptions being BYD: Taiwanese EMSes have been aggressive in relocating their

factories to lower-cost geographies in China, at the same time bringing fine-tuned

manufacturing know-how to serve the local Chinese mobile handset market. As such,

local brands tend to utilize EMS services at least as much as the major brands, as shown

in Figure 12.
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